High-resolution imaging with an aberration-corrected transmission electron microscope.
Recently an electromagnetic hexapole system for the correction of the spherical aberration of the objective lens of a 200 kV transmission electron microscope has been constructed by Haider and coworkers. By appropriately exciting the hexapole elements it is possible to adjust specific values of the spherical aberration coefficient ranging from the value of the original uncorrected instrument over zero even to negative values. In the first part of the paper the consequences of the tunable spherical aberration are investigated. New imaging modes are available: By adjustment of an optimum value for the spherical-aberration coefficient, the point resolution of phase-contrast imaging can be extended to the information limit. Phase-contrast imaging can be improved by a reduced level of contrast delocalisation. For zero aberration contrast delocalisation does not occur. In this case high-resolution investigations are carried out under amplitude-contrast conditions, where the local image intensity of crystalline objects is controlled by electron diffraction channelling. The defocus and spherical aberration values related to the new imaging modes are given. In the second part novel applications of the instrument to semiconductor heterostructures and ceramic grain boundaries are examined.